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Synopsis 
The original Penn-Jersey housing market model proposed by 
Herbert and Stevens (1960) and many of its early modifications 
are detenninistic in construct. It is therefore unreasonable 
to expect such models to adequately account for observed market 
behaviour. For more realistic and operationally useful models, 
a probabilistic approach is required. Several probabilistic 
versions of the short-run (fixed housing supply) Herbert­
Stevens model have been published in the literature, the models 
being derived by employing either entropy-maximising method­
ology and/or random utility theory. Limited empirical testing 
of the models has been reported. The aim of this paper is to 
consolidate the existing models into a general model structure 
using probabilistic random utility theory. The major departure 
from existing versions will be the recognition of within 
dwelling type attribute variability and the extent to which 
this variability is perceived by locators. This additional 
source of variability introduces another parameter into the 
model. When applied to a published empirical example (Senior 
and Wilson, 1974), the proposed model results in greatly 
improved empirical performance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
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The Penn-Jersey housing market model originally proposed by 
Herbert and Stevens (1960) and since modified by Harris (1966), Harris and 
Wheaton (1972), Wheaton (1974) and others, utilises the bid-rent concept 
of Alonso (1964). The allocation of households to dwellings is such that 
total net bids - bid rents net of transport costs and actual rents paid -
are maximised. In this model, both the perceived utilities ( and hence 
the net bid rents ) and the decision making of households are assumed to 
be deterministic. All households within a given income class are assumed 
to be identical in their preferences and in their perception of housing 
attributes. All dwellings of a given type are assumed to be perceived 
as identical by these households. But for a more realistic and operationally 
useful model, these assumptions need to be relaxed to allow for within 
group variability in household preferences and perceptions and within 
housing type attribute variation. That is, stochastic utilities (and so 
stochastic net bid rents ) need to be incorporated into the model. If 
individual households are still assumed to behave rationally in a manner 
consistent with their own preferences - deterministic decision making -
then a random utility approach to probabilistic choice is being adopted 
( Williams, 1977). Senior and Wilson {1974), Coelho and Williams (1977) 
and Coelho, Williams and Wilson (1978), among others, have presented 
probabilistic versions of the Herbert-Stevens model, in the latter two 
cases in terms of the random utility framework. Senior and Wilson (1974) 
present results of an empirical test of their model which were rather 
unsatisfactory. However, there are some aspects of these probabilistic 
versions of the Herbert-Stevens model which deserve closer attention. 
In particular, the definition of net bid rent, the determination of 
expected net bid rents when utilities are stochastic, and the interpretation 
of dual variables are all matters in need of closer examination and 
clarification. The aim of this paper is to address these issues. 
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In Section 2, the deterministic model is restated. The rationale 
for a probabilistic approach introduces Section 3. Published probabilistic 
models are reviewed. The bid rent concept is discussed briefly in Section 
4 to provide a basis for a definition and understanding of expected net 
bids in a probabilistic context. In Section 5, a 'new' probabilistic 
version of the model is presented which is derived using random utility 
theory and the defined expected net bids. This version is not structured 
as a non-linear programming problem. However, the comparison in this 
section with other model versions shows how it can be. The comparison 
also highlights the care required in dual variable interpretation. The 
final Section 6 demonstrates the empirical relevance of the findings. 
There it is shown that the 'new' model structure applied to the empirical 
analysis of Senior and Wilson (1974) results in greatly improved empirical 
performance through a corrected interpretation of the original model's 
dual vari abil es. 
2. THE DETERMINISTIC HERBERT-STEVENS MODEL 
The deterministic short-run (fixed housing supply) version of 
the Herbert-Stevens model can be formulated as the linear programming 
problem, 
maximise I I l: I 
w k i j 
( 1) 
subject to kw Tij � 0 for all i, j, k and w (2) 
� f T�� = lJ E� J for all j and w (3) 
l: l: T�w < H� for a 11 and k 
w j 
lJ 1 (4) 
where T�l'! lJ 
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number of working heads of households of income 
class w living in a type k house in zone i and 
working in zone j; 
H� fixed number of houses ( d1•1e 11 i ngs) of type k in 1 
zone i; 
E� number of jobs in zone j commensurate with income 
J 
class w; 
Akw Uij expected net bid rent (or surplus) by (j,w) house-
holds for type k houses in zone i at a pre-selected 
and i ,j 
utility level for income class w; 
1,2, . . . •  ,N; k 1,2, • • . .  ,K; w = 1,2, . . .  ,W. (5) 
It is assumed that the actual rents paid S� for houses of type 
k in zone i, transport costs between zones j and i etc are exogenously 
determined. The interpretation and form of the net bid rent O�j will be 
discussed in Section 4. The dual problem is, 
minimise 
subject to 
and 
� t 
(1� H� + I l 1 1 w J 
w \)j El-f J 
k � 0 for all i. k (li 
k w Akw ai + vj? Uij for all i, j, k and w 
a� is usually interpreted as a location rent and vj as a tax (if > 0) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
or subsidy (if < 0) necessary for every household to be located somewhere 
at a pre-specified utility level for each income class w. By the rule of 
complementary slackness, 
k a; 
k a. 1 
and also k a. 1 
k a; 
> 0 => I I 
w j 
T�� = H� 1J 1 
0 => I I T�� < H� 1J 1 
+ v� > J 
w 
+ vj 
w j 
u�� => T�� = 1J 1J 
G�� => T�� > 1J 1J 
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(9) 
(10) 
0 (11) 
0 (12) 
But as pointed out by Harris and Wheaton {1972) and Wheaton {1974), true 
equilibrium only exists (Alonso, 1964) when the bids of locators are obtained 
at a spatially constant utility level for each group, just sufficient for 
each individual household to be located without any subsidy or tax; that 
is, with vj = 0 for all j and w. Such a bid adjustment mechanism would need 
to be performed exogenously to the model. 
A second problem is the endogenously generated set of 'location 
k rents' {a;}· Given that many market values are not fixed by market inter-
vention, but rather by competitive market forces, then short-run equilibrium 
in the housing market will not be achieved until the subset of {a� } pertaining 
to these market determined values are all zero. The {a� } are merely 
reflecting whether or not the housing in area j is over or under priced. 
One heuristic adjustment procedure which could be used in these cases is 
to reset the market values {S�} to {S� + a�} before the next iterative cycle 
of the model. Again this procedure would need to be performed exogenously 
to the model. The cycle would be repeated until all subsidy terms {vj} 
are zero and all location rents {a�} are zero in areas where prices are 
determined by market forces. Unfortunately, in general, the final equilibrium 
solution would not be unique but would depend on the initial estimates of 
market values (Anas, 1979}. (Since these values are usually observed values 
this may not be a major problem in practice.) 
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At the final equilibrium allocations {T�j}, all households within a 
given income class w will have achieved an identical utility level. However, 
the households in an income class will be typically limited in residence 
to a few zones, often exclusively to themselves (depending on the number 
of house types included in the analysis), because of the deterministic 
nature of the model. 
3. PROBABILISTIC VERSIONS OF THE MODEL 
Many have argued that it is not realistic to apply Alonso's bid­
rent theory in a deterministic manner as the resultant models based on such 
an assumption cannot be expected to adequately account for observed 
behaviour since, 
(a) it is not feasible to deal with one specific household at a 
time. Aggregations of households will introduce inevitable 
within group variation in utility functions, constraints, etc. 
Instead, individuals selected at random from this group could 
be considered; 
(b) household behaviour may not be totally rational; 
(c) individual households will have imperfect information regarding 
the spatial distribution of housing opportunities. In addition, 
the attributes of these opportunities and the attributes of 
the areas (neighbourhoods) in which these opportunities are 
located may be mis-specified. Nevertheless, the information 
as perceived may be used rationally; and, 
(d) location opportunities cannot be realistically analysed on 
an individual basis. Instead, they will be areally aggregated 
which will introduce within group variation in attributes, 
prices, etc. Individual opportunities could be considered to 
be selected at random from this group. 
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Thus a probabilistic approach will be required if the inevitable dispersion 
in behaviour which would be observed for any of the above reasons is to be 
accommodated. 
3.1 An Entropy-based Version-Review and Comments 
Probabilistic versions of the Herbert-Stevens model have almost 
always employed an entropy-maximising methodology. For example, Senior 
and Wilson (1974) argued that this methodology allowed for suboptimality 
in the housing market. Their formulation of the model can be written in 
general as, 
maximise I I I I T�� �nT�� 
w k j i lJ lJ 
(13) 
subject to the constraints specified in Equations (2), (3) and (4) and to 
I I I T�� U�� = zw for all w 
k j i lJ lJ 
where zw is an observed value for.each w. This non-linear programming 
( 14) 
problem yields, from the necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality, 
the following household allocation model, 
T�� = exp(- 1 - A1� - A�+ vw U��) lJ J lJ (15) 
(16) 
where an interpretation of (A�/vw) and (Aj/vw) can be gained from the dual 
of the problem, 
minimise 
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I I A� H� + I I A� w� - I �w zw ki 1 1 w j J J 
subject to A� ? 0 for all and k 
and 
By the rule of complementary slackness 
and also 
and 
(,k_1,w) + ( ' w.1, w) (Akw kw w) kw A1 
� 
AJ 
� 
uij - �n Tij/� => Tij > o 
(17) 
{18) 
{19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
By analogy with Equations (11) and (12) , (A�/�w) could perhaps be interpreted 
as location rent, and (Aj/�w) as a tax (if > 0) or a subsidy (if < 0) 
necessary for every household to be located somewhere. B ut (A�/�w) varies 
with income class, which, to Senior and Wilson (1974), seemed inconsistent 
with a location rent interpretation. They proposed several ways of deriving 
a parameter� as some form of weighted average of the {�w}. However, they 
also suggested that a way out of the dilemma was to change the constraint 
Equation (14) to 
L L I I T�� u�� = I zW 
w k j i 1J 1J w 
(24) 
= z (25) 
so that � = �1 = �2 w = � = = � w (26) 
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But the concern that the location rent term (A �/�w) should vary with 
income class seems misplaced. The location rent is not actually paid by 
any household. Rather, it represents the difference between the bid rent 
(net of transport costs) and the rent actually paid (the market value of 
the dwelling). Further, as has been argued in Section 1, at equilbirium all 
location rent terms will be zero (except for (i ,k) combinations where market 
values are either fixed or constrained by market intervention). Of course, 
the actual rents S� paid for a particular (i,k) combination will not be 
dependent onthe income class w of the household occupying any one of the 
H� opportunities. The term (�n T�j/�w) was argued by Senior and Wilson 
(1974) to reflect the reduction in the net bid u�j. because of the distribution 
of preferences, perceived attributes etc. of households, which resulted in 
'suboptimal' performance of the market. Net bids would decrease because 
of an increase in actual rents paid and/or a reduction in bid rents. 
If the same process of utility and market value adjustments are 
performed, as were described in Section 1, then at short-run demand-supply 
equilibrium from Equation {22), 
(27) 
Hence, at equilibrium the primal problem objective function of Equation (13) 
becomes 
- I I I T�� �n T�� = - �w zw (28) 
k j i lJ lJ 
(In an optimal market zW will be zero for all w. Hence �w will approach 
infinity in this case.) 
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3.2 More Recent Developments - a Generalisation 
Not surprisingly, this optimum, 'equilibrium' value of the primal 
objective function in Equation (28) quickly led to reformations of the 
non-linear programming problem (for example, Coelho and Williams {1977); 
Coelho, Williams and Wilson {1978)). Perhaps the reformulated primal 
objective functions can best be summarised in the following form, 
maximise - L L L L (1/�
w) T�� �n T�� + L L L L T�� U�� 
w k j i 1J 1J w k j i 1J 1J 
{29) 
subject to the constraints specified in Equations (2), (3) and (4), and with 
the {�w} and {U�j} supplied constants. (For {�w} this contrasts with the 
previously discussed problem where.the {�w} were the set of dual variables 
associated with constraint Equation (14).) 
Williams and Senior (1978) interpreted the objective function as 
aggregated bids (.wi-llingness to pay or surplus) on the basis of random 
utility theory. The entropy term ( - L ) � r (1/�w) T�j �n T�jl of the 
w k J 1 
function, as with the previous model, was associated with the dispersion of 
bid rents within the income classes. Champernowne, Williams and Coelho {1976) 
had earlier linked an objective function of the type in Equation {29) with 
Hotelling's measure of consumer surplus in the context of a trip demand 
model of somewhat similar form to that· of Equation (30). 
Equation (29) is a strictly convex function subject to linear 
constraints. The solution will be unique with the necessary and sufficient 
optimality conditions of interest being 
kw ( ) 1 w( k w Akwl} T .. = exp -1 exp � - a. - v. + U .. 1J 1 J 1J (30) 
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where the interpretation of a� and vj can be gained from the accompanying 
unconstrained dual programme (of the type discussed by Williams and Coelho, 
1977); 
minimise I I a� H� + I I v� E� 
k i  1 1 w j  J J 
w [ w k w Akw } + I I I I (1/JJ ) exp(-1) exp < 11 (-ai - vj + Uij) w k j i (31) 
The values of the dual variables {a�} and {vj} at the optimal solution for 
the given {)Jw}, {H�}, {Ej} and {U�j} will be such that the last term of 
the dual objective function of equation (31) will be given by, using 
Equation (30), 
(32) 
Hence, by comparing Equation (31) at optimality with its perfect market 
equivalent of Equation (6), {a�} can be interpreted as location rents and 
{v�} as the subsidies (or taxes) necessary to locate every household at the 
pre-selected utility levels for each income class. (The constant of 
Equation (32) is zero for the perfect market case since then {!Jw} will 
approach infinity.) As discussed in Section 2, mechanisms external to the 
non-linear programme will be required to adjust income class utility levels 
in response to the derived {vj} and to adjust market values of dwellings 
in response to {a�}. At equilibrium, alHvj must be zero for constant 
expected utility within a group and all a� zero for market clearing property 
values, except in those cases where values are fixed or constrained. The 
parameters {!lw}, reflecting deispersions of preferences etc., would be 
calibrated from existing data. 
4. BID RENT 
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The determination of the expected net bid U�J for any one of the 
H� houses of type k in zone i by a household head of income class w working 
zone j is a key element of both the deterministic and the probabilistic 
versions of the short-run Herbert-Stevens model. U�J is the non-stochastic 
( that is, expected) component of the net bid. The stochastic component, as 
has been implied in Section 3 and as will be examined in more detail in 
Section 5, is taken into account through the dual variables {�w} in the 
probabilistic models. 
4.1 Determining the Expected Net Bid for a Dwelling 
The expected utility s�j of. house type k in zone i for a household 
of income class w with the head working at zone j could be expressed in 
general terms, as say, 
where Q� 1 attributes of house type k in zone i, 
X; 
= attributes of zone i ( which apart from the physical 
attributes of the area could also be a function of the 
house type mix and income class mix in the zone ) , 
z�j = money income of class w net of the bid rent R�j 
for house type k in zone i and money transport costs 
cij between zone i and zone j. 
w kw 
= Y - Rij - cij' 
yw 
= money income of household income class w, 
(33) 
(34) 
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L�j leisure time to income class w net of working time Jj 
and return travelling time tij between zone i and zone j. 
(35) 
In the classic consumption situation the household would seek 
to maximise s�j subject to its income constraint, Equation (34), and its 
time constraint, Equation (35). This assumes, of course, that the household 
has freedom to determine the magnitudes of Q�, X; and z�j and L�j subject 
to the constraints. However, in the short-run residential location context 
this is not possible because of housing stock durability and immobility. 
In this situation, a far more useful approach is to determine a bid rent­
total utility schedule by determining the maximum bid which would be made 
by the household if a given total utility level was to be achieved ( Harris, 
1973). From Equation (33), by substituting constraint Equation (34) and 
rearranging, 
where s0 is the income equivalent of the utility derived from z�j at a 
given expected utility level of Sw for income class w. If the market 
(36) 
va 1 ue S� of a dwe 11 i ng of type k in zone i exceeds R�j, then the househo 1 d 
searching from work zone j will be unable to attain utility level Sw because 
kw k . kw Zij would be reduced below the level desired. If S; 1s less than Rij' then 
the household at j will be able to attain a higher utility level than Sw 
because z�j will be increased above the level sought. That is, the expected 
net bid or surplus D�j enjoyed by a household searching from zone j should 
it choose to locate in a randomly selected dwelling of type k in zone i 
when the market value of the dwelling is B� is given by, 
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-kw R�� - 8� (37) uij 
= 
1J 1 
= yW - w so (Sw, k Xi' L�) 8� (38) cij - Qi' - 1 
-kw 
= 
vij - c;j 
k 
- f3; (39) 
-kw where Vij is the expected income equivalent of the utility derived from 
the randomly selected dwelling, the area and leisure. 
The maximum expected total utility which can be attained from 
locating in a randomly selected dwelling of type k in zone i can be determined 
by solving Equation (38) for Sw with U�j set = 0, which occurs when 
kw k R;j=f3;· 
In summary, if a household wishes to maximise its total utility, 
subject to its income and time constraint, then this is equivalent to saying 
that it wishes to choose that dwelling which yields it a surplus of zero, 
when the surplus at any other opportunity is less than zero at the same 
total utility level as that enjoyed at the preferred.dwelling. This is not, 
unfortunately, the same as choosing that alternative with the maximum surplus 
or net bid at a stated utility level, except in the special case of a direct 
linear additive utility function. It is not proposed to discuss the issue 
of the parametric form of the utility function in this paper. 
4.2 The Expected Net Bids for the Preferred Dwelling 
For the deterministic version of the model, the net bid at a given 
utility level by all (j,w) households for each and every dwelling of type k 
-kw k in zone wou 1 d be U; j. Each of the Hi dwellings would be perceived as 
w Akw identical by all of the Ej households. In this case, Uij the net bid for 
the preferred dwelling of the (i,k) set would equal u�j-
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However, when net bids for the dwellings are stochastic and not 
deterministic then this result no longer applies. All published versions 
of the probabilistic short-run Herbert-Stevens model assume that the expected 
-kw ( value Uij of the net bid for a randomly selected swelling of the 
i,k) 
Akw set is equal to the expected value Uij of the preferred dwelling of this 
set. This result is only true if each household of the (j,w) set perceives 
each of the H� alternatives as identical, although each household need 
not offer exactly the same net bid as other households. That is, there 
will be a distribution of net bids about the expected value O�j in this case. 
Some clue that this may be the situation, in general, was perhaps provided 
in the 'Senior-Wilson' entropy version of the model through the emergence 
kw w of the {�n Tij/�} terms in Equations (22) and (23). Recently, Grigg (1982) 
has been examining probabilistic choice models for those cases where the 
number of available alternatives is large and where the alternatives are 
typically grouped into a much smaller number of sets or zones. Allowance 
for varying degrees of mutual dependence (perceived similarity) in the 
alternatives comprising a set can be made. The results of this work are 
Akw directly applicable here for specifying the relationship between Uij and 
-kw uij" 
Using a random utility approach, let the net bid for a dwelling 
m of the (i,k) set selected at random by a (j,w) household n be U��·n. lJ,m 
U��.n will be a stochastic function of the observed and unobserved attributes lJ,m 
of dwelling m, zone i and the preferences of household n. If the household 
n behaves rationally, then the dwelling within the (i ,k) set, of which they 
are H�, which maximises the household's net bid (at a given utility level) 
will be preferred. Symbolically, dwelling m will be preferred by household 
n if 
u��.n > u��.n for q ! m, 
lJ ,m lJ ,q q 1,2, ... , H� (40) 
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Therefore the net bid for the preferred dwelling in the (i,k) set by 
household n will be given by 
u��.n =max (U��·n), for m= 1,2, .... , H� lJ lJ,m 1 (41) 
For all Ej households in the (j,w) set, the average (expected) net bid for 
their preferred dwelling in the (i ,k) set will be, 
(42) 
This value for O�j should be contrasted with the expected value u�j of the 
net bid for a randomly selected dwelling by a random identified household 
given by 
U�� = E [ (u��·n) 1 2 Hk1.·, lJ lJ,q ' q = ' ' . .. , n = 1,2, ... , E�J J . (43) 
It is useful to summarise the variability of U��·q
n across n and q, lJ, 
by its standard deviation cr
kw. (The area dependence of the standard 
deviation has been omitted for the sake of simplification. If the income 
class w and the house type k are consistently defined across space then 
this should not be of major consequence.) Because there will be at least 
physical similarity between the H� dwellings of set (i ,k), there will most 
likely be mutual dependence in the net bids for these dwellings. Let the 
degree of mutual dependence in the net bids for a randomly selected pair of 
dwellings in the (i,k) set for (j,w) households be rkw as measured by the 
Pearson correlation coefficient. (Area subscripts dropped as for crkw.) 
Akw -kw The parametric form of the relationship between Uij and Uij can 
only be specified if a parametric distribution for the stochastic component 
of the net bids is assumed. Grigg (1982) has shown, using a methodology 
first presented by Cochrane (1975), that for 'exponential type' distributions, 
Akw a general expression for Uij is, 
where 
and 
�kw is a function of rkw, 
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iw is a function of okw and /W ,'· 
[ 0 for rkw 
= 
1 lw = < 
> 0 for 0 � rkw 
< 
(44) 
(45) 
C is a constant whose value depends on the adopted parametric distribution. 
('Exponential type' distributions include the Gauss, logit and extreme 
value type I distributions.) 
Using this �kw expression for Uij one could perhaps proceed to 
incorporate it into one of the probabilistic versions of the model. However, 
this is not appropriate for at least two reasons. Firstly, there may be 
a relationship between �w and (�kw;y
kw) which needs to be explored. Secondly, 
it is possible to proceed from this point to derive a probabilistic choice 
model independently of the non-linear programming frameworks of the previous 
versions of the model. 
5. A 'NEW' PROBABILISTIC VERSION OF THE MODEL 
The steps required to derive a probabilistic choice model consistent 
�kw with the development of Uij described above are not new. What is of interest 
kw is the structural form taken by the model. The expected probability pij 
that a house of type k in zone i is selected by a household of type w with 
the head working in zone j, is given by 
' 
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Pk.w. = E [ Pr <(uk.w . • n Ukw,n J.J N] f 11 1 2 Ew] (46) 1 J 1 J 
> 
qj , vqE , or a n 
= , , 
. . • j 
If each household perceives the dwellings in each house set (i ,k) 
to be independent of the dwellings in any other set then for 'exponential 
type' distributed stochastic net bids it can be shown that 
kw ( w Akw] , , ( w Akw] P. . = exp y U. . I L L exp y U1. J. 1J 1J 
i k 
(47) 
the familiar multinomial logit choice model (Domencich and McFadden, 1975), 
with the corresponding expected net bid uj by all (j,w) households for their 
preferred dwelling, given by 
-w w , w Akw o. = (1/y ). �n I L exp (y u1.J.). J 
i k 
The derivation is only possible if 
W lW 2W 
y = y = y 
(48) 
(49) 
that is, if the standard deviations in the net bids for any house type by 
households in income class w are identical, and if the degree of mutual 
dependence is also constant across all house types for income class w. These 
are major assumptions which seem to be difficult to avoid if operational 
choice models are to result. 
Akw -kw Using the expression for Uij as a function of Uij in 
Equation (44), 
we obtain from Equations (47) and (48) 
and 
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w ( w(-kw ( k) w w) , , ( w -kw k w w ) Ej exp y Uij + �n Hi ¢ /y /r � exp y (Uij + �n(Hi) ¢ /y ) {51) 
(52) 
(53) 
(Recall that the dependence of ¢kw on the house type k has been assumed 
away. The term (C ¢w/yw) is common to both numerator and denominator in 
Equations (51) and {52), and so can be eliminated.) 
This 'new' version of the probabilistic model does not impose 
endogenously the supply side constraint, 
, , kw k L. L. T. . .; H. for a 11 w j 1J 1 
and k 
The demand D� for the (i ,k) set of dwellings at the assumed 
market values exogenous to the model will be from Equation (52), 
I I T�l'! = D� 
w j 1 J 1 
{54) 
(55) 
A possible provedure for adjusting market values exogenously to 
the model is to use Newton-Raphson's method. By this method, an updated 
estimate of the market values {B'�} could be determined as 
s·� = s� + (H� - o�) / i 
raokl 
1 1 1 1 l� (56) 
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where, from Equations (39), (52) and (55), 
(No behavioural interpretation of this market value adjustment will be 
considered here.) 
(57) 
As this iterative scheme seeks to find a market value for each 
(i,k) set which will set D� = H�, there can never be convergence to an 
equilibrium set of market values unless some additional constraints are 
applied. In particular, one appropriate constraint is that, 
s·�) 0 f or all i,k 1 
Hence, for the iterative scheme, select for those (i,k) sets for which 
k k Di < Hi' 
S' � = max [s·�- from Equation (56), o] 
(58) 
(59) 
Bid rent adjustments would also need to be performed external to the model 
in the same fashion as for the other previously described versions. 
5.1 Comparison with Earlier Versions 
It is useful in making the comparison with the earlier versions 
of the probabilistic meodel to derive an expression for the expected total 
net bid 0 of all households for their preferred dwelling. By substituting 
Equation (52) into Equation (53), we have, 
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(60} 
and after summing over all i, j, k and w obtain 
0 (61) 
The last term in Equation (62) is a constant. Recall that this expression 
arises from a net bid maximisation framework. The mathematical form of 
Equation (6?) confirms the interpretation of Williams and Senior (1978}, 
that the primal objective function of Equation (29) represents aggregate 
bids since the two expressions are identical if {$w} = 0. However, 
{¢w} will only be zero if individual households perceive all H� dwellings 
within each (i,k) set as identical. It can be concluded that a non-linear 
programming problem with the primal objective function of Equation (62} and 
subject to the constraint conditions of Equations (2), (3) and (4) would, 
if maximised, lead to an allocation model of the form, 
kw w ( k)$
w ( w(-kw k)} L L ( k)$w <( w(-kw k)} T .. =E. H. exp<y U . . - a. I H. exp y u . .  - a. 1J J 1 1J 1 k i 1 1J 1 (63) 
Such an approach would avoid the need for the procedure of exogenously 
determined market value adjustments described in Equations (56) to (59}. 
Now turn to the allocation mechanisms. In the version discussion 
in Section 3.2 
T�� exp(- 1) exp (�w(- a� - v� + U��)), lJ 1 J 1J (64) 
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writing the net bid term as O�j instead of u�j as it was in Equation (30), 
since the earlier version effectively assumes {¢w} = 0. Now, since 
I� T�� = E� for all j and w, from constraint Equation (3), then exp(-1 -�w v�) 
k l lJ J J 
in Equation (64) can be, and often is, written as 
exp(-1 - �w v�) E�/I I exp �w(- a� + 0��) for all j and w (65) J J k i l lJ 
Hence, 
(66) 
For the 'new' version proposed in this paper, if any randomly 
selected household perceives as identical, all dwellings within an (i,k) 
set, then r = 1 and so ¢w = 0, and Equation (52) reduces to 
kw w [ w -kw) , ) [ w -kw) Tij = Ej exp y Uij /f k exp y Uij , 
as the choice is then simply between the (i,k) sets. 
(67) 
Equations (65) and (67) will be identical at equilibrium since 
{a�} = 0 in the former case while no adjustment in market values will prove 
necessary in the latter case. By way of completeness, the comparable 
equation for the '1974 Senior-Wilson' model of Section 3.1 is, from 
Equation (16), 
kw w i w(-kw k wl} /\ , i w(-kw k wl} T. . = E . exp � U · · - A·/� t L L exp � U. . - A·/� , lJ J lJ l k i lJ l 
with {A�} = 0 at equilibrium. 
(68) 
The models are not comparable for the more general case of {¢w} f 0 
w 
because of the inclusion of the <[(H�)
¢ } terms in Equation (52). 
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6. AN EMPIRICAL EXAMPLE AND CORRECTION 
Senior and Wilson (1974) present results of an empirical test of 
what appears to be a variant of the probabilistic version of the Herbert­
Stevens model described in Section 3.1. The test was based on data for 
the city of Leeds. Using the notation of this paper, their allocation 
equation was, 
T�l'! � E� exp <(\l(ij�l'! - C . . - 1.�/\1)} I' ' exp J\l(V�I'! - C . . - 1.�/\1)} (69) lJ J lJ lJ l � r 1 lJ lJ l 
since -kw -kw Uij � Vij - Cij by their definition 
A constraint equation 
L L L L T�� (V�I'! - c .. ) � z 
w k j i lJ lJ lJ 
(70) 
(71) 
·was applied so that 11 � 111 = 112 � \lw. Z was· the observed total of 
market prices. 
They interpreted {1.�/\1} as the model prediction of housing prices. 
As their predicted model prices were referenced to an arbitrary origin, a 
constant T was introduced to ensure that the sum of observed housing prices 
should equal the sum of predicted prices: 
where 
and 
L L (1.�/\1 - T) H� 
k i 
P� =observed average price of house type kin area i, l 
H� =supply of houses of type kin area i. l 
(72) 
-'--
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The ·comparison of observed {P�} and predicted {A �/� - T} prices 
obtained by Senior and Wilson (1974) is shown in Figure 1. In their words 
" .... the actual goodness-of-fit is not particularly good." (p. 233). 
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OBSERVED PRICES 1£1 
FIGURE 1 Senior and Wilson (1974) predicted and observed 
prices. (Reproduced from Senior and Wilson 
(1974), Fig. 1, page 233.) 
But, (A�/�) is not a market house price (except for a very special case). 
The error has arisen in the definition of the net bid for a dwelling. From 
the discussion in Section 4, it is recalled that the net bid, at a pre­
selected utility level for each group, is given by, 
R�"! - B� 1J 1 
-kw B� vij - cij - 1 
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�1here B� is the actual market price. 1 
(73) 
(74) 
The allocation model used by Senior and Wilson is in order for 
the problem as they structured and specified it. But the model should be 
expressed as follows prior to model parameter interpretation, 
T�"! 1J 
k k } �;;. - '-·111) I 1 1 
(75) 
In this form, the allocation model will be equivalent to that of Equation (52) 
if, 
(76) 
and (I;� + :\�/11) is interpreted as the predicted price B�i of a dwelling 
of type k in zone i. Hence, for this Senior-Wilson (1974) version of the 
model, 
(77) 
will yield the 'correct' prediction of property market prices. To obtain 
the same relationship between predicted and observed prices as shown in 
Figure 1, � would need to be set to zero as only in this special case would 
(:\�/11) be interpretable as a market price. But the agreement, as noted is 
poor. The question then is whether closer agreement between observed and 
-25-
predicted prices could be obtained for some other value of¢. Recall that 
¢ indirectly measures the degree of perceived similarity in dwellings to 
locating households. Grigg (1982) has shown that¢ can be expected, for 
'exponential type' parametric distributions for stochastic net bids, to 
be in the range 0 � ¢ < 2. Although not enough data is supplied in the 
Senior-Wilson article to permit a complete reworking of the empirical test, 
it is possible to indicate in reasonable detail the effect on the results 
of using a non-zero¢ value. By a little trial and error, a ¢ value of 
one appeared to yield the closest agreement in prices. The procedure 
adopted was as follows. From data presented, it can be deduced that T =£2.73. 
Since there are 143 categories of houses (by areas and types) and 110,541 
workers, then on average there are about 750 houses in each H� cell. Given 
that� = 1.5627, then if the market price parameter proposed here had been 
used, with a value of¢ = 1, then the T value obtained would have been 
approximately ..e [ (E[�n H� J/1.5627) + 2.73] ::.ea. (E[�n H� J is the average 
value of �n H� for all i and k.) Consequently, each predicted price plotted 
in Figure 1 should be adjusted by i �E[�n H� )/1.5627) - 5 J to give an 
approximately 'correct' value of model predicted price. The revised plot 
is given in Figure 2. (It was assumed that H� = 1000, if the original plot 
indicated H� > 1000; H� = 100, if indicated H� as < 100, otherwise H� 
assumed = 750.} Given these very crude approximations, the fit is now 
remarkably good. 
A value of one for ¢ corresponds to a value of r of about 0.2 
for dwelling-area type cell sizes of about 750 for the case of Gauss 
distributed stochastic net bids (refer to Grigg (1982) for details). 
This may appear to be a very low degree of perceived similarity in dwellings 
already grouped into types. In this case, there were potentially only 
six dwelling types in each zone based on an ownership by condition 
classification system. 
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FIGURE 2 Revised predicted and observed prices 
Nevertheless, the 'equivalent' number of independently perceived 
dwellings of a given type in a cluster of 750 dwellings is only approximately 
30 for this relatively low value of r. ( This dwelling number is determined 
by finding that value 
will equate with 750. 
of H� when r = 0 which when raised to the �r=O power 
k In this instance, �r=O = 1.86 for Hi = 750, so that 
the equivalent independent number of dwe 11 i ngs perceived is ( 750) 11 1•8 " 30.) 
In summary, in this section the 'new' and more general probabilistic 
version of the short-run Herbert-Stevens model presented in this paper has 
been used to interpret the results of earlier empirical work and, at the 
same time, to improve on the empirical performance of a model based on a 
restrictive assumption of identically perceived dwellings in each type-zone 
-27-
set. It is suggested that the clarification of bid rents, net bid rents 
etc presented in Section 4 has also assisted in correcting the misinterpretation 
of the dual variable in the Senior-Wilson (1974) model as a market price. 
Actually, the programming problem presented in Section 3.1 is 
really a technique for calibration of probabilistic versions of the Herbert­
Stevens model rather than being a version of the model itself. Where care 
must be taken is at the stage of calibrated parameter interpretation. 
From the empirical example just described, it is clear that the allocation 
equation emanating from t he calibration procedure must first be rearranged 
into the 'correct' form before this interpretation can proceed. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
Realistic operationally useful housing market models need to be 
probabilistic, not deterministic, in their construct. While probabilistic 
versions of the Herbert-Stevens-model have been proposed, it has been shown 
that modifications to the expected net bid rent terms are required for 
consistency with the random utility basis of the models. In addition, 
care in dual variable interpretation, which can only come from a careful 
application of the bid-rent concept, is critical. The probabilistic 
version of the Herbert-Stevens model is deserving of wider application in 
urban modelling, which presently tends to favour accessibility based 
housing allocation models. 
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APPENDIX B - NOMENCLATURE 
j 
k 
m 
n 
c 
D� 1 
E"! J 
H� 1 
J"! J 
K 
w Lij 
N 
p� 1 
Q� 1 
R�"! 1J 
s�"! 1J 
T 
T�� 1J 
0 
Meaning 
travel cost 
residential zone 
work zone 
dwelling type 
dwelling identification 
household identification 
choice probability 
Pearson correlation coefficient 
travel time 
household income class 
constant 
dwelling demand 
employment (workers) 
dwelling supply 
work time 
number of dwelling types 
leisure (non-work, non-travel) time 
number of zones 
observed market value of dwellings 
dwelling attribute vector 
bid rent 
household utility 
constant 
work-dwelling linkage 
expected aggregate realised net bid 
expected realised net bid 
expected net bid for randomly chosen dwelling 
expected net bid for a preferred dwelling in a set 
w 
\ 
yW 
z
�
l'! 
1J 
zw,z 
k 
a; 
k 'k k 
S; .s; .80; 
kw w 
y ,y 
;:>.
� 
1 
;>.I'! 
J 
w 
]l ,]l 
t;� 1 
0kw 
k 
\)j 
¢kw,¢w,<j> 
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-kw income equivalent of expected utility Uij before 
deducting monetary outlays 
number of household income classes 
area atrribute vector 
household monetary income 
household monetary income net of travel costs and bid rent 
observed aggregate dwelling values 
location 'rent' dual variable 
predicted market value of dwellings 
parameters 
dual variable 
dual variable 
parameters 
parameter 
standard deviation of net bids 
surplus (or tax) dual variable 
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